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1. Introduction 

With the growth of websites such as Facebook, Google Plus and LinkedIn, social networking is 
enjoying an increasingly large public profile. There is also an increasing amount of time and 
money being spent by researchers in statistics, computer science, mathematics and even biology 
on the collection and analysis of network data. 

Network data is data on the interactions between things (whether people, companies, websites, 
proteins or whatever), rather than on the things themselves. We refer to these interacting things as 
nodes and the interactions as links. Most commonly, these links are binary measurements; either 
there is a link or there is not between any two nodes. So, in the Facebook example, you are either 
friends on Facebook or you are not. 

2. Examples 

1. Facebook social network: “Analyzing my facebook friends”, Significance Magazine, Vol 9, 
Issue 4, 2012.  

 

“The groups in my network are school/home-place (magenta), my family (yellow), college halls 
(red), college ski trip (green), my fiancée’s friends and family (navy), Ireland-based statisticians 
(cyan), social network statisticians (black) and Norwegians (grey).” 
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Facebook social network 

With approximately 1 billion users and its 
recent flotation at a controversial $104 billion, 
Facebook is big business. It is straightforward 
to download your own Facebook network 
data and see which of your friends are con-
nected. I used the app at http://apps. 
facebook.com/NameGenWeb. It is also 
disturbingly easy to download other parts 
of the huge amount of data stored on Face-
book. Researchers at North Carolina State 
University have managed to crawl (or scrape) 
the Facebook networks of 100 American 
universities2. !ese are the same researchers 
who showed how to identify which dorms 
people were living in; intra-dorm linkage is 
much higher (in some universities) than inter-
dorm linkage, so even if someone does not tell 
Facebook which dorm they are in, knowledge 
of friends’ dorms can tell us. Even more dis-
turbingly for those who want to protect their 
online privacy, recent research at MIT showed 
how to identify the unreported sexuality of 
people on Facebook. An easy exercise you can 
do yourself is to join any open group, use the 
Facebook app netvizz and download the de-
tails, including network interactions (friend-
ships) of all members in the group. 

To examine my own network shown 
in Figure 1 (shown without me in it), I used 
the latent position cluster model3 and the R 
package VBLPCM4. !is statistical model for 
network analysis places the friends in a social 

space; friends close together tend to connect 
and friends far apart tend not to. I chose a 
two-dimensional space mainly for ease of 
visualisation. !e model also pushes subsets of 
highly connected friends together so that my 
Facebook friends are assigned to groups. !e 
figure shows the groups as di"erent colours, 
and each friend is assigned to the group that 
they most likely belong to according to the 
probabilistic model. 

Even though I did not include any attrib-
ute data (gender, location, age, etc.), the model 
was able to pick up eight sensible groups. 
Looking at who is assigned to each group then 
allowed me to place names on the groups. !e 
groups in my network are school/home-place 
(magenta), my family (yellow), college halls 
(red), college ski trip (green), my fiancée’s 
friends and family (navy), Ireland-based stat-
isticians (cyan), social network statisticians 
(black) and Norwegians (grey). 

!ere are several unsurprising aspects to 
the fitted model and one or two surprises. A 
central node turns out to be my fiancée; unsur-
prisingly, as she is closely associated with sev-
eral groups and has a degree of 73 – that is, 73 
friendship links to her. Interestingly, the two 
nodes closest together in the social space that 
are not linked turned out to be former friends. 
Although they still share many common 
friends, they recently “unfriended”. !is also 
applied to the next closest pair of non-friends. 
In fact Facebook uses closeness measures like 
this to make their friend suggestions. 

Looking at the figure, I notice that the 
social groups are highly connected but the 
professional acquaintances are more loosely 
connected. !e Norwegian group is due to a 
two-month research visit to Trondheim; the 
links to the Irish statistician are because he 
also visited Trondheim and the other links are 
all to my fiancée who visited me out there. 

Google Plus follower network 

!e key di"erence between this network and 
the Facebook network is that Google Plus al-
lows directed links. So Alice can follow or add 
Bob without Bob having to approve; Bob may 
or may not follow or add Alice back. Google 
Plus allows you to easily control what you post 
to di"erent groups of people by allocating each 
person to one or more circles when you add 
them. For example, I have a public circle for 
all my Google Plus contacts, a social networks 
circle where I post stu" on social networks, and 
a friends circle for personal contacts. !e links 
this time are whether someone is in someone 
else’s circles or not. Placing someone in a cir-
cle on Google Plus allows you to follow their 
posts; they do not need to accept this addition 
(unlike “friending” someone on Facebook). 

I downloaded my network using a 
Google Docs script at http://mashe.
hawksey.info/2011/12/google-
plus-network-info-to-nodexl. My 
network is smaller this time as I am new to 
Google Plus and the service is also quite new. 

Figure 1. The author’s Facebook network. A statistical analysis of the link pattern 
(grey lines) reveals information on the Facebook friends (circles). The algorithm 
colours the circles; examination of the colouring reveals that the friend groupings 
are easily interpretable

Figure 2. The author’s Google Plus directed network of followers. The pattern of 
linkage is quite diěerent from the Facebook network in Figure 1. Again, sensible 
groupings are found



2. LinkedIn Professional Network 

http://inmaps.linkedinlabs.com 

3. Lists of Tasks 

1. Acquiring Data 

• Facebook Network data: apps NameGenWeb and NameGenDev 
http://cyborganthropology.com/How_to_Download_Facebook_a_Social_Graph_with_Na
meGenWeb 
(Note that these methods used to be working, but now seem to be disabled by facebook. 
In the worst scenario, you can manually input the data.) 

• Google Plus follower network:  
http://mashe.hawksey.info/2011/12/google-plus-network-info-to-nodexl 

• LinkedIn Professional Network 
• Others 

2. Analyzing Data:  

• Knowledge Base: clustering modeling, or some other statistical modeling techniques. 
• Software: R package VBLPCM, etc. 

 

3. Conclusions:  

• Basic: finding the structure of your social networks.  
• More Advanced Goal: making some statements on the behaviors of your friends.  
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